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We report on a quartz-enhanced photoacoustic sensor (QEPAS) based on a custom-made quartz tun-

ing fork (QTF) to operate in both the fundamental and the first overtone vibrational mode resonances.

The QTF fundamental mode resonance falls at �3 kHz and the first overtone at �18 kHz. Electrical

tests showed that the first overtone provides a higher quality factor and increased piezoelectric current

peak values, with respect to the fundamental flexural mode. To evaluate the QTF acousto-electric

energy conversion efficiency, we operated the QEPAS in the near-IR and selected water vapor as the

target gas. The first overtone resonance provides a QEPAS signal-to-noise ratio �5 times greater

with respect to that measured for the fundamental mode. These results open the way to employing

QTF overtone vibrational modes for QEPAS based trace gas sensing. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4937002]

Quartz tuning forks (QTFs) have been successfully

employed as piezoelectric optoacoustic transducers in quartz-

enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopic sensor (QEPAS) sys-

tems for sensitive and selective gas sensing applications.1,2

The target gas selectively absorbs modulated laser light

focused between the QTF prongs and generates acoustic

waves by non-radiative energy relaxation processes. The laser

modulation frequency f is set at one of the QTF resonance fre-

quencies or at related sub-harmonics.1 The QTF converts the

acoustic waves into an electrical signal that is proportional to

the gas target concentration. Non-radiative gas relaxation

processes include the collision-induced energy transfer from

vibrational or rotational states to translational states, with time

constants depending on the specific gas carrier (typically either

air or N2) and intermolecular interactions. Time constants sT

are in the ls range.3 To ensure that the energy transfer follows

efficiently the fast modulation f of the incident laser radiation,

it is necessary to satisfy the condition f � 1/2psT.4 Most

QEPAS reported in the literature use standard QTFs character-

ized by a small volume (prong length L¼ 3.0 mm, thickness

T¼ 0.35 mm, and a typical crystal width w¼ 0.34 mm) with a

prong spacing of 300 lm. Commercial QTFs are characterized

by a fundamental in-plane flexural mode with resonance fre-

quency at �32.76 kHz. Higher order resonances of standard

QTFs cannot be implemented in a QEPAS based sensor sys-

tem, since they would occur at frequencies higher than 190

kHz,5 and thus not fulfilling the f � 1/2psT condition. For

gases with slow energy relaxation rates (such as CO, CO2, and

NO) the energy transfer does not efficiently follow the laser

modulation at 32 kHz.6,7 Hence, relaxation promoters (typi-

cally H2O or SF6) are added to the gas sample mixture in order

to increase the energy relaxation process. Using this approach,

enhancements of nearly 2 orders of magnitude in QEPAS sig-

nal have been reported.1,7 However, this requires accurate

measurements of the promoter concentration and additional

sensor calibrations. One way to circumvent this limitation is to

reduce the QTF fundamental frequency, down to a few kHz,

but this leads to a decrease of the resonance quality (Q)-fac-

tor,8 so that a trade-off optimization of the above parameters

must be found. Furthermore, lowering the fundamental reso-

nance frequency reduces also the overtone frequencies, in

order to satisfy the f � 1/2psT requirement. These observa-

tions led the way to an investigation of QTF overtone flexural

modes for QEPAS trace gas sensing.

In this letter, we report the characterization and perform-

ance of a QTF designed to provide a fundamental resonance

frequency of a few kHz. This QTF was used in a QEPAS

based sensor system operating in the near-IR spectral range.

The selected target gas was water vapor and allowed a com-

parison of the QEPAS signal using both the fundamental and

the first overtone QTF flexural modes.

A QTF prong can be modeled as a single cantilever,

neglecting the coupling with the other prong. The resonant

frequencies fn in vacuum of a QTF in-plane flexural mode

can be related to its geometrical parameters and quartz prop-

erties by the following relation:9

fn ¼
pT

8
ffiffiffiffiffi
12
p

L2

ffiffiffi
E

q

s
n2; (1)

where q is the density of quartz, E is the quartz Young’s

modulus, n¼ 1.194 for the lowest flexural mode of oscilla-

tion (fundamental mode), and n¼ 2.988 for the first overtone

mode. L is the prong length and T its width, as schematically

depicted in Fig. 1(a). In terms of the Q-factor, two main loss
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mechanisms, extrinsic and intrinsic, contribute to its determi-

nation. The extrinsic losses are due to interactions with the

surrounding medium. The intrinsic losses include support

losses (localized in the junction area between prongs and

their support base), surface, volume, and thermo-elastic

losses. The influence of these contributions depends on the

vibrational dynamics of the selected resonance mode, since

each vibrational mode is characterized by different distribu-

tions of its effective mass.10 The fundamental in-plane flex-

ural mode can be represented by a single point-mass on the

prong tip. The support losses can be neglected and the over-

all Q-factor can be related to the QTF geometrical parame-

ters by Q�wT/L.8 The nth-overtone can be considered as a

system of n-coupled point-masses subsystems, each located

at an antinode and the Q-factor is mostly determined by the

support losses. In fact, the overtone mode shape presents a

uniform distribution of point-masses along the prong, result-

ing in a high stress on the QTF support. Hence, for the over-

tone modes, we can assume that Q�Qsupp (where Qsupp is

the inverse of support losses). For a single cantilever beam,

Qsupp� (1/n2)(L/T)3 and we can assume a similar depend-

ence for the QTF prongs.11 Thus, even if the support losses

increase with the mode number, it is possible to obtain a

larger Q for overtones with respect to the fundamental mode,

by optimizing the QTF dimensions. However, the reduction

of the thickness T is limited, since otherwise air-damping

losses become dominant.12 The calculated vibration profiles

of the QTF prongs, for maxima displacements conditions,

are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), as a function of the distance

from the junction between QTF prongs and their support

base, for the fundamental and the first overtone modes,

respectively. The vibrational profiles were calculated assum-

ing standing waves propagating along the two QTF prongs.

We designed a QTF with L¼ 17 mm and T¼ 1 mm in

order to reduce the fundamental resonance frequency f0 by at

least 1 order of magnitude with respect to the standard QTF.

The prong spacing was set to 700 lm. Using Eq. (1), we cal-

culated a resonance frequency of the fundamental flexural

mode of f0¼ 2913.42 Hz and the first overtone mode at

f1¼ 18245.50 Hz. Electro-elastic QTF characterizations

showed that these prongs dimensions provide a high Q-factor

for the first overtone flexural mode8 and thus good perform-

ance in terms of the QEPAS signal is to be expected.13 The

custom QTF was realized by starting from a Z-cut quartz

crystal plate, with a width w¼ 250 lm and a cutting angle of

2� with respect to the crystallographic X-axis, by using stand-

ard photolithographic techniques and chemical etching.14

Electrodes of opposite polarities are deposited on adjacent

sides of the QTF prongs (in a quadrupole configuration) to

collect the electrical charge, employing a gold pattern similar

to that used for standard QTFs. Two pins were attached on

the base of the QTF for electrical connection. The QTF was

fixed to a holder structure and mounted in a cell containing

standard air. The gas pressure was set to 80 Torr. A waveform

generator provides a sinusoidal excitation voltage to the QTF

at a preset level of V¼ 3.5 mV. A current-to-voltage con-

verter using a custom-made transimpedance amplifier with a

feedback resistor of RF¼ 10 MX generates a voltage signal

measured by a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Model

SR830). The obtained resonance frequencies fn for the funda-

mental and the first overtone modes of the QTF, the related

current peak values IM,n, and the profile full-width at half-

maximum value, Dfn, are reported in Table I, together with

the associated electrical resistance Rn¼V/IM,n and the quality

factor Qn¼ fn/Dfn.

A very good agreement between experimental and theo-

retical fn values was obtained. The small discrepancies (<3%)

are mostly due to a damping gas effect, additional weight of

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the custom QTF employed in this work. L¼ 17 mm and T¼ 1 mm. (b) Lateral displacement of the prongs for the QTF fundamental

flexural mode, calculated as a function of the distance from the support, d and normalized with respect to the maximum value occurring at d¼ 17 mm. (c)

Normalized lateral displacement for the QTF first overtone mode, calculated as a function of d and normalized with respect to the maximum value occurring at

d¼ 17 mm. Blue circles represent the point-mass subsystems. Vibration profiles of both QTF prongs are calculated using Comsol Multiphysics software (mod-

ule used: solid mechanics; boundary conditions: fixed QTF support; excitations conditions: lateral boundary load on the QTF prongs top). Illustrations repre-

senting the deformation of the QTF prongs are shown in panels (b) and (c).

TABLE I. Investigated QTF parameters measured for both the fundamental

and the first overtone flexural modes: resonance frequencies fn, full width at

half-maximum values Dfn of the QTF resonance curves, quality factors Qn,

maximum current values IM,n, and electrical resistances Rn.

Fundamental mode, n¼ 0 First overtone mode, n¼ 1

fn (Hz) 2879.55 17788.95

Dfn (Hz) 0.238 0.567

Qn 12098.97 31373.81

IM,n (nA) 9.28 49.22

Rn (kX) 373.50 70.40
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the electrode gold layers, and slight deviations in the geometry

between the modeled and the actual QTFs. The data in Table I

show that the first overtone mode is characterized by a �2.6

times higher Q-factor and a �5.3 larger piezoelectric peak cur-

rent signal, with respect to the fundamental mode. A high

Q-factor and electrical conductance provide a high QEPAS

signal,4,8 which implies that the first overtone flexural mode

should offer an improved performance in terms of trace gas

sensing applications. To verify this assumption, we imple-

mented the custom QTF in the QEPAS setup, as depicted in

Fig. 2.

We selected water vapor as the target gas, since it is a

fast relaxing molecule15 and the excess energy transfer easily

follows the laser modulation for both QTF flexural modes,

which allows their comparison in terms of the QEPAS sig-

nal. The selected water line falls at 7299.43 cm�1 and has a

line-strength of 1.01 � 10�20 cm/mol, according to the

Hitran database.16 The light source is a single-mode, contin-

uous wave diode laser emitting at 1.37 lm, operated by

means of a current driver. The laser power was fixed at 10

mW. The laser beam was then focused between the prongs

of the QTF by using a lens with a focal length of 40 mm. The

housing accommodating the QTF was filled with air samples

containing a fixed concentration of 1.7% of water using a

Nafion humidifier, at different pressure values. A wavelength

modulation approach for QEPAS detection was used by

applying a sinusoidal dither at half of the resonant frequency

to the diode laser current by means of a function generator.

The QTF response was detected at the resonant frequency by

means of a lock-in amplifier. QEPAS spectral measurements

were performed by slowly scanning the laser wavelength by

means of a low-frequency (10 mHz) voltage ramp applied to

the diode laser current driver. The acoustic source must be

located at the antinodes points of the vibration mode profile,

where a maximum vibration amplitude is allowed. These

points were identified by scanning the laser focusing position

along the QTF symmetry axis in steps down to 250 lm and

measuring the associated QEPAS signal, as shown in Fig. 3.

The diode laser beam positions at the maximum QEPAS

signal occur at d¼ 15 mm and d¼ 7.5 mm from the bottom

of the prongs for the fundamental and overtone modes,

respectively. The discrepancy with the calculated vibrational

profiles results from the spherical symmetry of the exciting

acoustic wave. The closer to the prong top is the vertical

position of the acoustic source, the larger is the fraction of

the pressure wave not hitting the prong. This downshifts the

optimum vertical position of the laser spot for the first flex-

ural mode1 and favors the antinode at d¼ 8 mm for the first

overtone mode. The increase in signal observed for the fun-

damental flexural mode at low d values is a known phenom-

enon due to an optothermal effect generated by excited

molecules diffusing from the laser beam area to the QTF sur-

face. This produces a periodic local heating of the quartz

crystal and a subsequent thermal expansion of the heated

region, forcing a resonant vibration of the QTF.17 However,

under these conditions, the noise signal considerably

increases, leading to poor signal-to-noise levels.

Optimization of the QEPAS detection performance in

terms of signal-to-noise ratio requires that both the gas pres-

sure and the wavelength modulation depth must be appropri-

ately chosen. The gas pressure influences the QEPAS signal

in the following way: if pressure increases, the Q-factor

decreases, while the energy relaxation efficiency is higher and

vice-versa. Thus, a compromise must be found in order to

achieve efficient sound production. In our case, since for

water vapor both the investigated QTF resonance frequencies

satisfy the condition f�1/2psT, negligible differences in the

optimal gas pressure values are to be expected. The QEPAS

peak signal for both flexural modes were recorded as a func-

tion of the gas pressure in the range of 10–400 Torr and for

both modes the QEPAS signal exhibits its maximum value at

FIG. 2. Schematic of the QEPAS trace

gas sensor using a diode laser as the ex-

citation source and the investigated cus-

tom QTF. A photograph of the QTF is

also shown. OP: Operational Amplifier.

RF: Feedback Resistance. PC: Personal

Computer. DAQ: Data Acquisition

Card.

FIG. 3. Normalized QEPAS signal as a function of the beam distance from

the QTF support measured for the fundamental and the first overtone modes

at a pressure of 75 Torr. The laser beam position was scanned along the sym-

metry axis of the QTF. All data are normalized to the QEPAS highest signal,

measured for the first overtone mode at d¼ 7.5 mm.
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the same pressure of 75 Torr. Investigations of the diode laser

modulation depths on the QEPAS signal reveal that the values

maximizing the QEPAS signal occur at 5 mA for both the fun-

damental and overtone modes, corresponding to a frequency

modulation of 0.05 cm�1. For the optimum operating condi-

tions, the largest QEPAS signal (2.65 mV) was observed for

the first overtone mode. The spectral scans obtained for each

vibrational mode are shown in Fig. 4, normalized to the over-

tone peak value.

The two QEPAS spectra show the same noise level

(�30 lV), while the peak value measured for the first over-

tone mode is �5.3 times higher than that obtained using the

fundamental mode. These results clearly demonstrate that

the investigated QTF operating in the first overtone flexural

mode is advantageous in terms of the QEPAS signal-to-noise

ratio. Furthermore, by operating at a QTF frequency of �18

kHz allows the use of an acoustic micro-resonator tube sys-

tem (as typically employed in standard QEPAS to confine

the sound wave between the QTF prongs) to further enhance

the QEPAS signal-to-noise ratio.1 This approach is not feasi-

ble for the fundamental mode at �3 kHz, since it would

require tube lengths of several centimeters, making the opti-

cal alignment impractical.18 Furthermore, the employed QTF

gold-contact pattern maximizes the electrical-mechanical

coupling for the fundamental vibrational mode. Instead, the

first flexural overtone mode is characterized by two nodal

points of motion of the prongs (see Fig. 1(c)), and an optimal

charge collection requires polarity changes of the electrodes

along the prongs, which can only be realized by an octupole

gold pattern configuration. An additional enhancement of the

QEPAS signal-to-noise ratio is expected upon realizing such

a QTF contact design.
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FIG. 4. QEPAS spectral scans of a gas mixture containing air with a 1.7%

water concentration at a pressure of 75 Torr for the fundamental mode (black

solid line) and for the first overtone mode (red solid line), acquired at the op-

timum laser modulation depth and focusing point conditions. Both scans

were recorded with a 100 ms lock-in integration time and normalized to the

overtone peak value. The overtone peak signal corresponds to 2.65 mV.
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